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Getting legal help during COVID-19 [1]

Find sources of legal help during COVID-19.
Choose a pathway to get started with your legal research

Family, relationships and children

Neighbours, housing and the environment
Wills, estates and planning ahead
Police and crime

[5]
- [5]

---

**Fines, debt and money**

[6]
Courts and the legal system
Work and employment
Cars and driving
Consumers, business and media law
Government and rights
Accidents, compensation and insurance
Health and ageing
Getting help

---

**LawAccess NSW**

Free government telephone service that provides legal information, referrals and advice for people who have a legal problem in NSW.
The Community Legal Centres NSW Recommendation Service app directs you to community legal centres that are suitable for your situation.
Legal Aid NSW
Help for people with legal problems including legal advice, court assistance and family dispute resolution.
Aboriginal Legal Service

Legal information, advice and court representation for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
Featured publications

Rest assured: a legal guide to wills, estates, planning ahead and funerals in NSW [18]
This book explains wills and the legal processes when someone dies.

Read [18]
The law handbook: your practical guide to the law in NSW

The Law handbook provides a practical guide to legal issues which affect people in their everyday lives. Read

Neighbours and the law

An easy to understand guide to the different areas of law that are involved in neighbourhood issues and disputes, including fences, animals and noise. Read
The family law handbook

The family law handbook is a practical guide for people undergoing separation and divorce.

Read

Hot Topics

Hot Topics is a plain language series about recent changes and current debates in the law, written by legal experts.

Read
Tenants' rights manual: a practical guide to renting in NSW

This practical and easy to use book clearly explains tenants' legal rights and obligations.

Read
Latest news and articles

Latest news and updates
Stay up to date with legal information and services in NSW.
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Find sources of legal help during COVID-19.
Legal issues for young people

What do you need to do if you crash your car? What legal rights do young people have? What happens if you don’t pay a fine? Do you have to show ID to police?
Legislation and case law

NSW legislation

Find all NSW legislation, including current and historical Acts, Regulations, Gazettes and Bills.
NSW caselaw [28]

Find cases from NSW courts and tribunals, including the Supreme Court, Local Court, and the Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT)
AustLII [29]

Find legislation and cases from all Australian jurisdictions.
Federal Register of Legislation [30]

Find all Commonwealth legislation, including current and historical Acts, Legislative Instruments, Gazettes and Bills.